Pitch
Perfect
Data-driven pitching
for a digital PR world

OPEN THREAD

Let’s start with a simple truth: pitching sucks.
It’s hard for overworked journalists who receive too many bad pitches that aren’t
a fit for their beat. It’s hard for PR professionals who don’t always have control
over the story and are on tight timelines to find the right audience for it.
The result can be Twitter threads criticizing the

fingertips on everything from email open rates

worst pitches, like the one above.

to article completion rates, not to mention
shares and engagement across social platforms

Meanwhile PR pros are busy trying to translate

(and so much more). What we need to do is

executive speak into something the general

use that data to perfect the pitching process,

public might actually want to read, or get

to the benefit of everyone involved — including

product feedback and reviews from real

the audience, who almost never thinks about

customers that doesn’t sound stilted.

how stories wind up in front of their eyeballs as
they’re scrolling their social feeds or opening

How do we make this process better for everyone

their emails.

involved? Pitches need to be relevant and
targeted. They should be tapping into issues that

This ebook aims to break down how you can use

audiences actually care about, and presented in

the latest and greatest data to build a better pitch

unique ways or with new and intriguing data to

and ensure you maximize the resulting earned

differentiate them.

media.

The technology exists to make pitching better;
we have vast amounts of information at our
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Let’s get into it.

Using Data To Pitch Better
First, let’s talk about how communications professionals can pitch better.
1

Do the research
Be sure the subject you’re pitching is a subject the journalist actually writes about, or relates to
the audience of the influencer you’re reaching out to (journalists are just one type of influencer,
after all). Dig into the data around a publication’s best-performing pieces and how that could
inform your story.
The data to use: Look at demographic data,
which shows who your audience is and where



they like to spend their time, and readership

their target audience and what they
find relevant is the No. 1 thing PR
professionals can do to help them.”

data like audience size and top articles.
2

“37% of journalists say understanding

(Cision’s State of the Media Report, April 2020)

Personalize it
Customize every pitch you send. It does take more time than sending “Dear {firstname},” but it
is well worth it.
The data to use: Think qualitative data over
quantitative here; talk about the projects a
journalist has been working on and what you

“Half of journalists receive more than



like about them, how what you’re pitching fits

50 pitches a week; 71% of journalists
say that only a quarter (or less!) of the
pitches they receive are relevant.”

into not only their area of coverage but their

(Cision’s State of the Media Report, April 2020)

overall style. Show that you’ve been paying
attention to their work (just don’t be creepy).
3

Make it easy
Package your pitch to make it easy for a journalist to build out the story you want them to
tell. Include any necessary media elements like images or video, quotes and the key facts. Be
choosy about what you include; overloading your email with attachments will plummet your
deliverability rate.
The data to use: We’re biased, but we
recommend something like Cision’s Story Kit
here: It handily contains all of the elements
above, plus lets you see how much of a pitch a
journalist clicks through and provides data for
both sides of the pitch.
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“58% of journalists say they want
brands to send them original research
and 44% want to be pitched initial
story ideas for development.”
(Cision’s State of the Media Report, April 2020)

4

Build real relationships
This is key. In doing research and personalizing pitches, you’re already doing the work of
relationship building. Keep it up and keep it natural. Keep track of what these journalists and
influencers are writing and what other projects they’re pursuing. Follow them on social media
and interact organically. You know: Real person stuff.
The data to use: We don’t want to reduce the
real human work of relationships to numbers,
but you can pay attention to stats around

“53% of journalists like to receive



your interactions and the number of notable

invitations to events. More than a
quarter like when brands offer up
comments on current news or

interactions you’re having with journalists

invitations to meet spokespeople.”

and influencers over time to gauge how your

(Cision’s State of the Media Report, April 2020)

relationship building is going.
5

Ask for feedback
Once you’ve established a good relationship with a journalist or influencer, ask for feedback
on your pitching process so you can tweak it for maximum returns in the future.
The data to use: While this is again more
qualitative, you can compare this feedback
with any stats you have around open rates,
clickthroughs, and completions to get a more
complete picture of how effective your pitching
is. If you have a really good relationship with
the journalist or influencer you’re working with,
they might be willing to share some of their

“62% of journalists say audience



metrics such as views and
engagement have changed the way
they evaluate stories.”
(Cision’s State of the Media Report, April 2020)

data so you can compare that as well.

“Making things easy” doesn’t mean you’re
feeding them a story either; just that you
understand time constraints and want all

The golden rule is to
pitch like you’d like to be pitched.
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possible elements available for inclusion,
no matter how a journalist might choose to
approach their story coverage.

How To Optimize Your
Story Impact After The Pitch
You’ve put all of that work into pitching, so now make sure that your story
gets maximum impact after it gets out there. Here’s how:
You know the PESO model by now, originated by Gini Dietrich in the book Spin Sucks:

Here’s a quick brush-up if you need a refresher or are unfamiliar with the PESO model:
●

Paid Media: Paid media covers anything your brand

●

Earned Media: Earned media is what most people think

is paying for to get eyeballs on it, like social media

about when they think of PR. In other words, when

advertising or paid content remarketing.

someone talks about your brand on the news or in
writing, but you didn’t pay them to do it.

●

Shared Media: Shared media has become pretty
synonymous with social media and for many smaller

●

Owned Media: Owned media is the only media in which

brands this may be the bulk of their PR efforts. There’s

you control the message; it’s the content you’re putting

also an element of dark social that’s worth discussing;

out on your owned platforms (so not Facebook, but your

people are always sharing information around brands

own website).

via email and messenger platforms where it’s harder to
track.

So now that you’ve successfully made a pitch and seen it become a story, you need to maximize
the impact of your earned media. You know, the media type that’s more important than ever? The
type you worked so hard on your pitch to get?
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Six Strategies To Maximize Impact
Of Your Earned Media Outreach
1

Syndication to shared channels
Be sure your social media team knows what coverage to promote across channels,
and which coverage is ready for remarketing if they don’t already have that on a schedule.
Be sure to tailor the shares of any content for each platform. Faster-moving channels like
Twitter can handle multiple tweets about the same piece, scheduled out over several days
at different times. Test different media and hashtags, and tweak the wording so you’re not
sending the exact same tweet 30 times.
For slower-moving channels where content is a little stickier – like Facebook or LinkedIn – pull
out some key points or write a short analysis as an intro to the piece you’re posting. You can
also periodically switch out the content that is “pinned” to the top of your profile or feed, so be
sure you’re taking advantage of this feature wherever it’s available.
While you always hope your piece is getting shared on its own, you want to do all that you can
to boost it. (That also means you should keep an eye on any activity something you’ve posted
gets, so you can engage with anyone commenting or sharing to their own networks.)

2

Influencer activation
Earned media can be helpful here in several ways. You can use it to reach out to a
new influencer you want to build a relationship with, using earned media as social
proof. The right earned media piece might also encourage some influencers to
reach out to you.
Quality earned media will also make you more aware of other influencers and experts you want
to reach out to and build relationships with. You can use insights from earned media to better
engage with influencers of all types – remember, journalists are just one type of influencer –
across channels to generate even more quality earned media to reach your target audience.
Influencer marketing is about relationship building over time, not just paying someone with
a large following to post about your product with no context or understanding of how their
audience might overlap with your target audience.
Take the time to get this right, and it will bring much greater returns than simply paying
someone and praying for returns.
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3

Promotion through paid channels
It’s always a good idea to take well-performing organic social content and test
promoting it for paid audiences for different periods of time. You’ll find what works
and keep adjusting it as your audience shifts over time.
Any time you’re working on a paid digital campaign – social or otherwise – it’s a smart move to
promote some of your earned and owned media as well, since those unfamiliar with your brand
are much more likely to engage with a blog or publication they know. That sets them up for
future interactions with your brand since they’ll then be primed to recognize you from a trusted
source.
If you don’t have direct control over your budget for paid media promotion, work closely with
the person or team who does, and feed them credible and interesting third-party content they
can promote. Meet regularly to see what’s working and what’s not, so you can do more of the
former.

4

Integration into owned channels
There are several smart ways to turn earned media into owned media. First and
simply, you can keep a list on your website of all your brand’s press coverage. Go
beyond that by republishing any content someone on your team has written for
another site, with permission and proper attribution, of course.
If you don’t have anything like that to repurpose, consider excerpting an earned media piece on
your blog and adding your own commentary or analysis on the subject. Always link back to the
original, not just for sourcing but also because it’s good for SEO.
Which brings us to our next strategy:

5

SEO and site strategy
Your SEO strategy (combined with the rest of your content strategy) should be
telling you which articles and blog posts are sending the most traffic back to your
site, enabling you to use this information to get smarter about the kind of content
you’re creating and pitching in the future.
Do the keywords people are searching change over time? How does that relate to what you’ve
been pitching, and how those pitches have been received? What about how the resulting
content performed around any pitches that were received well and became stories?
Be sure you’re also tracking and reporting on search and organic traffic to your site in addition
to everything else and incorporating those insights into your larger strategy.
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6

Audience-driven retargeting
Don’t forget your existing customers! It seems obvious, but it’s an easy mistake to
make; a lot of marketers concentrate so much on getting in front of new audiences
that they neglect the audience they’ve already won and the customers that are
part of that audience.
Work with your team to develop retargeting campaigns to get your top-performing earned and
owned media – plus any other related, relevant content – in front of your existing audience.
Be sure to include your existing customers in this campaign, across social, in email nurture
campaigns, and more.

The six strategies shared originally appeared in shorter form on the Spin Sucks blog.
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The Data Made Me Do It
Congratulations! With a little work, you’ve built

If you continue to use data to experiment

a better pitch using data, which means that

and learn how to refine your brand’s pitch,

pitch was much more likely to be picked up and

it should get better and better, earning you

turned into a story. You’ve strengthened your

demonstrable results you can show to your

relationships with important journalists and

boss, company executives, and clients.

influencers.
You’ve also learned how to tap into different

And at Cision, we’re always here if you want one

kinds of data to be sure your earned media is

easy place to monitor, measure and manage

having the biggest possible impact after it’s

your full communications strategy. Just let us

generated.

know if you’d like to learn more.

REQUEST A DEMO
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